WHOLES AND PARTS OF THINGS
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The problem of understanding how the wholes and
(which incorporates
the
parts of things are related
problem of the one and the many) has troubl-ed mankind
for mi11enla. It continues to plague contemporary philosoeconomic and other
and political,
phers and scientists,
practicaJ- appliers of philosophy and science. Continuing
in
particles
versus fields
regarding
controversies
in
systems
physics, cybernetícs
versus structuralism
versus sociafism in political
theory, and individualism
at least partly
theory, for example, remain unsettfed
understanding of how wholes
because no satisfactory
and parts are related has been achieved. The purpose
of this paper is to explore the problem and to propose
an hypothesis, or a complex of hypotheses, aimed at
helping to improve understanding of the problem.
1. THINGS. Each existing thing is a whol-e of parts.
including
"events" and 'bro"Thing" means "anything",
cesses".
2. INTERRELATIONS. The whol-e and parts
are interTéfEEEE-li-GEveral ways :

of a thing

2.1. Opposed. The whole and parts of a thing oppose
each other. Each is not the other.
2 .1.1.
The whol-e of a thing as not its parts is
opposed to its parts.
The parts of a thing as not its whole are
2.I.2.
opposed to its whole.
are opposites - Each opposes
2 . f .3 . I^/hof es and parts
Itfie whole
the other. Each is opposed by the other.
and parts of a thing are apposite opposites because,
and to the extent that, they share in coÍlmon the thing
of which they are the whole ánd parts J .
2.2. Complementary
are complementary.

The whole and parts

of a thj-ng

incompJ-ete without
2 .2 .).. The hrhof e of a thing is
its parts. The parts of the whofe supply what is needed
for the whofe to exist as a whole of parts.
2.2.2. The parts of a thing are j-ncomplete \,rithout
íts whole. The whole of the parts supplies what j-s
needed for the parts to exist as Parts of a who1e.
2.2.3. The whole and parts of a thing are complementary because and to the extent that each supplies someContextos. lll4. 1984 1Pp. 7-26)

thing needed by the other in completing thej-r cooperative
constituting the thing.
2.3. Interdependent. The whole and parts of a
thing interdéSéñd.
2.3.L. A whol-e is alh/ays a whole of parts. No
parts, no whole. A whole depends for i-ts existence
and nature upon the- existence and nature of its parts.
2.3-2. A part is always a part of a whoLe. No
who1e, no parts. The parts of a whole depend for their
existence and nature upon the existence and nature
of the whole.
2 -3.3. Since each depends upon the other,
they
interdepend.

3 . WHOLES. What is a "whofe" ? f4lhat is the nature
of "wholénésFr?
3.1. A whole is or has "unity".
3 .1.1 . A whole is
"a unit" . A whole is t'one " ,
"an", or "a".
3.L.2. A whole is undivided. A whole is "a quantum".
A whole is " simple" . Although a "whole
3 .1 .3 .
of parts" is complex, the "whol-eness" of a whole of
parts as different form its parts is simple. It, merefy
as a who1e, has no parts.
3.1.4. A whole is "an integer" and has "integrity".

A whole "unites" or "unifies"
3 .2.
its parts.
A thing functioning as a whole functions as a uniter,
as an agent uniting or unifying its parts.
3 .2.1. The whofe of
a thing is the same whole
for all of its parts. It gives them identity (identifies
them) as its parts. It functions as a universal in
being something cornmon to al-1 of its parts.
3 .2 .2 . The \,/hole of a thing inc]udes ( is inclusive
of) a1l- of its parts.
3.2.3. The whole of a thing comprehends (is comprehensive of) all of the parts composing it.
3.2.4. The whole of a thing total-izes (is a totality
of) a1l of its parts.
3-3 The whole of a thing j-s "immanent" in its
parts. To the extent that a part depends for its existence
and nature as a part upon the whole of which it is
a part, the wholeness of that whole is inherent in
its being as a part of that whole.
3.4. The whole of a thing "transcends" its parts.
To the extent that a whole is not its parts. it transcends them-

I

tyt'?

4.

PARTS. what

is "a part", "partness" or "partiali-

as
4.I A part has "partiality"
of a whole.
4.l.1. A part is "other than",
or "externally related to" every other
A part, as one of
4 .1.2 .
tquantitative"
or j-s "a quantity".

one of many parts

"different from",
part of a whole.
many parts,
is
It is "one part"
among many.
4.1.3. A part is like every other part of a whole
in being a part of that who1e. Likeness is an internal
refation. A part is internally related to every other
of their whole in whatever way it is like then.
4.L.4. A part 1s complex in having many relations
(and likenesses and differences ) to all other parts
of the whole.
4.2. A part "participates in" the whole.
4 .2.L.
A part is "constiíutive" of the who1e.
It is a constituent of the vrhole. A thing functions
as a whole of parts through the functioning of each
part as a constituting agency composing it.
4.2.2. A part is included in, is contaj-ned in,
is incorporated in, the whol-e of which it is a part.
It is inside, and thus internally related to, the whol-e.
4.3. A part is immanent in the whole in whatever
way it is internal- to and constituti-ve of the whol-e.
4.4. A part transcends the whol-e to the extent
that it is not the whole.
rt
4 .5 . A part
has two kinds of participation:
participates as one part among many parts of a who1e.
It participates in the whole as a constituent of the

who1e.

4.6. A part has two kinds of "autonomy", "independence", or "entitiveness": It exists as something different from every other part. lt exists as something
different from the whofe.
4 .7 . A part
has tv¡o kinds of interdependence:
It interdepends with the whole of which it is a part.
It interdepends with all of the other parts for their
part in constituting the whole of which it is a part.

or

"

5. ORGANIC WHOLES. lühat
orsanlE-TñdfEiéEGi?

1S

"an

organic

whole"

5.1. A thing is "an organic whol-e" when and because
its whole and parts cooperate in constituting it.
5.1.I. A thing functi-ons as an organic who1e when
and because its functioning includes the cooperative
and integrative functioning of j-ts whole ( as in 3 . ,
above) which is not j-ts parts and of its parts (as
j-n 4 . , above ) which are not its whole and of their
(including opposition, complementation,
interrelations
interdependence, as in 2., above) with each other Ín
an organized way.
5 -L.2. The r^¡ho1e and parts of a thing and their
interrelations
particj-pate in constituti.ng a thing
as an organi-c who1e.
5.2. The organic whol-eness of a thing is what
consti.tutes it as a thing, as an entity, as an existence.
5.3. All existj.ng
organic whol-es.
6. HOLONS. What is

things

exist

and function

"a ho1on"? What is

as

"holoness"

or "holorüETEf'?
6.1. When a thing as an organic whol-e functions
as part of a larger v/ho1e, it is ca1led "a ho1on".
Iuho1-" = who]-e, "-on" = partl .
6.2. Every thing is both an organic whofe and
a hol-on.
6 .3 .
The whofeness ( i . !. r organic who.leness,
5 . , above ) and partness of
a holon are interrelated
in several ways:
6 . 3 .1 .
Opposed. the whol-eness and partness of
a holon are opposed to each other. Each is not the
other.
6.3 . I. L The organic wholeness of a thing functioning as a whofe is not, and is thus opposed to,
the whol,e functioning as part of a larger whole.
6.3.\-2. A thing functioning as a part of larger
whole is not, and is thus opposed to, its functj-oning
as an organic whole of its oh¡n r"rhof e and parts and
their interrelations.
6.3.1.3- The organic wholeness of a thing functionj-ng as a whole and the functioning of a thing as
part of a larger whole are not each other. Each opposes
the other6 -3.2. Complementary. the wholeness and pa.rtness
of a holon are complementary.
6-3.2.I. A holon is incomplete without the thing
as an organic whole functionlng as part of a larger
whole. Functioning as a part of a larger whole supplies
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something needed by a thing as an organic l{¡hole to
exist and function as a ho1on.
6.3.2.2. A holon is incomplete without the thing
functioning as part of a larger whole also functioning
as an organic whole of its own whofe and parts and
their interrelations. Functioning as an organic whole
supplies something needed for a thing to function as
a holon.
6.3.2.3. The functioning of a thing as an organic
whole and the functioning of a thing'as part of a larger
whoLe are complementary because and to the extent that
each supplies something needed by the other in their
cooperatively constituting the ho1on.
6.3.3. Interqepe¡flegq. The wholeness and partness
of a holon arETñTé?depéident.
6.3.3.1. A hol-on is always a thing as an organic
whole functioning as a part of a larger whole. No thing
as an organic whole, no holon. A holon depends for
its existence and nature upon the existence and nature
of the thing as an organic whole.
6.3.3.2. A holon is a1v¡ay5 a thing as an organic
whole f unction.ing as a part of a larger whol-e. No larger
whole, no holon. A holon depends for its existence
and nature upon the existence and nature of the larger
whole of which it is a part.
6.3.3.3. A holon as a thing as an organic whole
functioning as part of a larger whole depends upon
its functioning both as an organic whole and as a part
of a larger whole and upon each depending upon the
other for participating in constituting it.
6 .4 . A thing,
in functioning as a hol-on, i. !. ¡
as a part of a thing as a larger whole, is participating
in that thing as an organic whole ( 5 . , above ) . That
thing as an organic whole j-s an entity (5.2.).
6.5. A thing, which Ís an organic whole, by functioning as a hol-on, i. e., as a part of a larger organic
whole, is participating in trt¡o different organic wholes.
i-n tv¡o different organic
6.5 . I. By participating
things, a thing as a holon contributes something to
both. By participating in two different organic wholes'
in one as the whole and in one as a part, a holon unites
them ánd integrates them, both j-n their exj-stence and
natures, in its own existence and nature.
6 -5.2.
By participating in t\^¡o dif ferent organic
unities and by having two different organic unities
participate in it, a holon exists as part of t\1¡o entities
in
and has two entities participating
existentially
it. The two entities interexist partially in it.
6.6. Some (a]1:) things are parts of many (more
t1

than one) larger wholes. Each thing is not only a holon
but also "many holons", one for each larger whoLe of
which its is a part.
6.6.1. fühen a thing as an organic whole functions
as a part of many larger wholes, it exists and functions
also as a whole or uniter of the many holonic functíons.
Each of these many holonic functions participates in
it as a multiholonic whol-e. It is "a multlholon".
6.6.2. A thing, which is an organic whole of its
functioning
own whole and parts and their interrelations,
as a multiholon thereby functions also as an organic
who1e in which each of its many functionings as a holon
is a part. A thing as a multiholon is also a whole
(muftihoLon) of parts (holons).
6.6.2.1. The wholeness end partness of a multiholon
are interrelated:
6.6 -2.1.1. Opposed, etc6.6.2.1.2 Complementary, etc.
6.6.2.I.3. Interdependent, etc.
6.6.2.2. A thing as a multihol-on is an organic
unlty of its wholeness (as a multiholon) and of its
parts (all of its holons).
6.6.2.2.1. Its wholeness is or has unity (as in
3 .1. -3 .4 - above ) .
( as in 4.1.-4 .7 .
6 .6 .2.2 .2 . lLs parts have partiality
above).
6.6.2,2.3. The wholeness and partness of a multihofon
in constituting
and their j-nterrelations participate
it (the thing as a mul-tihofon) as an organj-c unity.

6.7 Each thing, in functioning as a multj-hol-on,
unites and incorporates both of two organic unities
within its existence and nature. These two organic
unities do not constitute j-t as tvro thinqs, or as two
different entj-tj-es, but increase the complexity of
its organicness and of its entitiveness. It is an organic
unity of organic unities.
6.7 .L. Not only does a thíng functioning as a
holon embody the j-nterexistence of its own entitiveness
(as an organic whole) and of part of the entitiveness
of the whol-e of which it i-s a part, but also a thing
functioning as a multiholon embodies not only its interexistence with the entitiveness of each of the hol-ons
in which it participates but also with the entitiveness of itself as a rnultiholon and as an organic unity
of its holons. It is a complex organic uni-ty of organic
unities. It embodi.es multiinterexistence.
6.7-2. Although one may think of an organic unity
of a thing as a whole of its own whole and parts and
their interrel-ations as internal to it and may think
of the organic unity of a thing as a mul-tihofon as
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a whole of all its holons and their interrelations
as external to it, both are internal to it as an entity,
as a complex organic unity of organic unities. Although
one may think of the organic unity of a thing as a
multiholon as more external because .the whol,es of which
it is a part are partly, even mostlyf more than, and
thus external to, it, all of its functionings as a
holon are parts of it, and its functioning as a multihofon
is a part of it, and so are internal t.o it as an organic
unity and as an entity. I As we shal]. see below, the
parts of a whole function also as whol-es of parts which
have their own entitiveness and thus partial externality
to consider in understanding a thing as an organic
whole even without considering its holonic functionings ] .
7. PARTHOLS: What is "a parthol"? What is 'rpartholness " oFrpartfrolicity" ?
7.I. When a part of a thing as a whole, i. !.r
as an organic whole, functions as a whole with its
own parts, it is calfed "a parthol". [ "part-" - part,
"-hol" = wholel.
7 .2.
Every thing is both an organic whole and
has parthols as its parts. I. !. ¡ every part of every
thing is a whole of smal-ler parts of its own.
7.3. The partness of a part as a whol-e and the
wholeness of that part as a whole of its own parts
are interrelated in several h¡ays:
7.3.L. Opposed. The partness and wholeness of
a parthol are opposed to each other.
7.3.1.1. The partness of a part of a whole is
not the wholeness of a part as a whole.
7.3.L.2. The wholeness of a part as a whole is
not the partness of a part of a whole.
7.3.1.3. Since the partness of a part of a whole
is not the wholeness of a part as a whoLe and the whofeness of a part as a whole is not the partness of a
part of a who1e, each is not the other and each opposes
the other.
7.3.2. Complementary. The partness and whol-eness
of a parthol are complementary.
7.3.2.I. A parthol is incomplete without the part
functioning as a part of a whole.
7.3.2.2. A parthol is incomplete without the part
functioning as a whole of its own part.
7.3.2.3. The functioning of a parthol as a part
of a v¡hol-e and the functioning of a parthol as a whole
of parts are complementary because and to the extent
that each suppl-i-es something needed by the other in

their cooperatively constituting it as a parthol.
7.3.3. fnterdependent. The partness and whol-eness
of a parthol Ei6-Iiterdepéident.
7.3.3.1. A parthol is always a part of a whol-e
functioning as'a whole of its own parts. No part, no
parthol. A parthol depends for its existence and nature
upon the existence and nature of the \,/hole of i^¡hich
it is a part.
7 .3 -3.2. A parthol
is always a part functioning
as a whole of its oÍrn parts. No part functioning as
a whole of parts, no parthol-. A parthol depends for
its existence and nature upon the existence and nature
of the parts of which its is a whol-e.
7.3.3.3. A parthol as a part of a whole functioning
as a whole of its own parts depends upon its function
both as a part of a whole and as a whole of parts,
and upon each of these functionings depending on the
other for participating in constituting it.
7.4 A parthol-, in functioning as a whole with
its own parts, is both a whole as opposed to its parts
and a whole incl-usive of its whole as opposed to its
parts, its parts as opposed to its who1e, and their
interrelations. In this way it functions as an entity
(as in 5.2., above).
7 .5 - By functioning
as an organic whole of its
own whole r parts and their interrelati-ons (7 .4 . ) and
by participating in an organic whole of which it is
a part ( 7. I . ) , ¿ parthol participates in two different
organic wholes.
7,5.1. By participating in two different organic
wholes, it contributes something to both. By participating
in two different organic wholes, in one as a part and
in one a as whoIe, j-t unites and j-ntegrates them, both
in their existence and nature, in its own existence
and nature.
7 .5 .2. By partic j-pati-ng in
two dif f erent organic
unities and by having the tvro different organic unities
participate in it, a parthol exists as part of t\^¡o
entities and has two entities participating exj-stentially
in it. The two entities interexist partially in it.
8. LEVELS. What is "a level"?

What are "]-evels"?

8.1. Things as wholes of parts involve l-evels.
8.2. Levels within things. Each thing as an organic
r^/hole incorporates two leve1s, the parts existing as
a l-ower l-eve1 and the whole existing as a higher leveL.
8.3. Levels of things. When a thing as an organic
l4

vrhole functions as a part of a larger organic whole,
it exists as a l-ower level and the larger organic whole
exists as a hi-gher level. When a thing as an organic
whole has parts r¿hich function as organic wholes, it
exists as a higher leveL and the parts as organic wholes
exist as a lower Ievel.

Each thing existing
I .4 . Things as trileveled.
as an organic whole including parts as organic wholes
and partici.pating as part of a larger organic whole
incorporates three 1evels of existence within itself.
Three levels of existence interexist within it.
8.5. Things as muftil-eveled. Each thing j-s part
of a larger whole which is part of a larger whole which
is part of a larger whole, etc., and each thing has
parts which are wholes of parts which are wholes of
parts which are wholes of parts, etc.
9. ARCHIES. Although the word "hierarchy" is sometimes uséEE-?efer to "levels" vrithout further connotation, more strictly it means "control" or "causal influence" of something lower by something higher. Since
the whol-es of things are causally infl-uenced by, and
in this sense "controlled by", their parts, a correlative
term, "Iowerarchy", is needed to indi-cate this kind
of influence. Causal influence or. control at the same
level may be cal-Ied "coarchy". Hierarchies, lowerarchies and coarchiés, etc., máy all be called "archies".
Each thing as a whole of parls not only exists
with its whofe and parts as constituents, but as caused
by them in whatever way their existence and nature
are essential to its existence and nature- we sometimes
use the word "cause" to indicate what brings a thing
(or whol-e or part) into existence. But we also use
it to j.ndicate what helps to maj.ntain a thing (or whole
or part) in existence and also use it to indicate \^/hat
helps to bring it to its termination. In this broad
sense, all of the conditions necessary to, and alf
of the causal factors actually contributing to, the
existence and nature of a thing are .regarded as "its
causes".

9.1. Things as wholes of parts involve "archies".
9.2. Archies within things. Each thing as a whole
of parts involves--EE-1eáGE--1hree kinds of archies,
Any control by the whol-e over the parts is hierarchical.
Any control by the parts of the whoLe is lowerarchi-cal.
Any control- of parts by parts, or of interrelations
of the whofe and parts by other interrelations of whole

and parts, is coarchical.

9.3. Archies of things. When a thing as an organic
whole functions causally as a part of a larger organic
whole, its influence is lowerarchicaL. When a thing
as an organic whole has parts which function as organic
wholes, its causal contribution to them is hierarchical.
9.4. Archj-es as multifevefed. When a thing is
causally influenced Uy E--TEiger -iñofe of which it is
a part, which Iarger whofe is causal-1y influenced by
a still larger whole of which it is a part, etc., any
causal infLuence from any and every higher-1eve1 whole
upon it is hierarchical control. When a thing is causally
influenced by its parts which are wholes of parts which
are wholes of parts, etc., any causal influence from
any and every lower part upon i-t is fowerarchical.
Further discussion of levels and archies will
be postponed until after considering changes and times.
1O. CHANGES AND PERMANENCES. To change is to become
differentffit
is to change. To be
permanent is to remain the same. To remain the same
is to be permanent.
1O.1. Things as whofes of parts change and remain
the same.
10.1.1. Things as parts may change and remain
the same.
10.1.1.1. A thing may change its parts by ( 1 )
gaining a part, (2) losing a part, (3) exchanging a
part ( losing one and gaining one ) , ( 4 ) gainj-ng many
parts, (5) Iosing many parts, (6) exchangi-ng parts
(e.9., [al many parts !or_ many other parts, Ib] galning
gnq and losi-ng many, t c I losing one and gaining many,
tal etc.). When a thing changes íts parts, it becomes
a different thing, i.e., a thing with different parts.
10.1.1.2. A thing may remain the same by ( I ) not
changing any parts, (2) remaining the same (both as
a whole and as aII of its other parts) while gaining
a part, (3)... while losing a part' (4)... while exchanging a part, (5)... gaining many parts, (6)...
losing many parts, (7)... exchanging many parts (e.9.,
[a] many parts for many other parts, Ib] gaining one
and losing ñanlr Ic] losing one and gaining ftáD]r tdl
etc. ) - When a thing remains the same while its parts
change, it is permanent, i . e . , it remains the same
thing v¡ith different parts.
10. I .2 . Things as whofes may change and remain
the same.
1O.1.2.1. A thing as a whole may change by ( I )
l6

gaining a part (it changes from being a whole without
that part to being a whole that includes that part),
(3) exchanging a part...,
etc.
(2) Iosing a part...,
When a thing as a whole changes, it becomes a changed
thing, i.é., a thing with a (partly) different whole.
LO.I.2.2. A thing as a whole may remai-n the same
whole while it (1) gains a part (although changed and
different because acquiri ng a part, it also remains
the same, both in having all of the other parts remaining
the same and in being the whole of afl of those other
parts), (2) loses a part..., etc. When a thing as a
whole remains the same whj-le its parts change, it is
a permanent thing, i.e., is the same thing with (some)
different parts.
IO.1.3, Things having interrelations between thej-r
wholes and parts may change and remain the same.
10.I.3-1. When a thing as a whofe of parts changes,
ei-ther by changj-ng (some of) its parts or by changing
íts whole ( somer,rhat ) , and by changing the j-nterrel-ations
of the whole and its parts (somewhat), it remains the
same, or permanent, to the extent that it remains the
same who1e, retains all other parts as the same parts,
and has interrelations betv/een its same whole and same
parts that remain the same.
10.1.4- Things as organic wholes may change and
remain the same.
10.1.4 .1. A thing as an organic whole changes
.
(somev/hat) when its whole changes and when its parts
change, and it rema.ins the same (or permanent) whole
(somewhat) when its who]e remains the same and when
its parts remain the same and when the interreLations
of whole and parts remain the same (somewhat).
a thing
IO .L.4 .2 . The existence and nature of
as an organic unity of its parts (which may change
and be permanent, fO. f . 1 . , above ) and of its whole
(which may change and be per:manent, lO.1 .2 . ) and of
the interrelations between its parts and whol-e (which
may change and be permanent,10,1.3) constitutes it
as an entity that is both changing (somewhat) and permanent (somewhat).

1O.1.5. etc. things
archies, etc., may change

as
and

hofons r parthols,
remain the same.

levels,

l-O.2. wholes and parts of change and permanence.
1O.2.1. When a thing changes, each change is "a
change", is
change, is "a unit"
of change, is
one "continuous" change, is "a who.Ie" change.
IO.2.2.
üühen a thing
remains the same through
change, each such permanence is "a permanence", is
of permanence, is one
"one" permanence, is "a unit"
"continuous" permanence, is a "whofe" of permanence.

Since change and permanence involve time and sj-nce
time lnvolves change and permanence, further consideration
of wholes and parts of change and permanence will
be
delayed until
temporal wholes and parts are explored
in the next section.

11. TIMES. Each existing thing is a whole of parts.
To exist -iF-to
be temporal. Each exÍsting thing is
a temporal whole of temporal parts. What is rrtimerr"
Tlme involves two interdependent aspects: "events"
and "duration".
11.1 What is "an event"? Each change is an event.
To change is to become dr-fferent. Each becoming different
is an event. Each event is the becoming of a difference.
There are as many kinds of events as there are ways
of becoming different. How long does an event last?
As long as it takes for a difference to become. Since
some differences take longer to become than others,
some events fast longer, much .Ionger, than others.
II.2. What is "a duration"? Each event is the
same event as long as--it Iasts. It is the same event
from its beginning to its end. Any remaining the same
from beginning to the end of an event is a "duration".
Since some events last longer than others, the durations
of some events l-ast longer than others.
11,3 Each event as "an event" or as "one event"
is a (an undivided) I¡¿hole. Each duration as "a duration"
or as "one duration" is a (an undivided) whole. Each
event and its duration are two aspects of "a something"
that needs a name: "evenduration" or "durevent".
"Durevent is chosen here to name what is constituted
by--fEl-two aspects: event and duration. What is "a
durevent"? ft exists as a whol-e, as both a whole event
and its whole duration. Each existing thing is a temporal
whole of temporal parts. Each existing thing as a temporal
whole is a durevent. Each thing has temporal parts,
each of which is also a durevent.
11 .4 - Levels of time. Observe ,
for example, your
heart beatiñ!l---E--h-éá?EEeat, including auricular and
ventricular pulsations, is one event (durevent) having
at least two events ( durevents ) , an auricu.Iar and a
ventrj-cular pulsation, as parts. Each heartbeat as
a whole is one durevent among all of the heartbeats
in your life as a whole. Each fife as a whole is one
event ( durevent ) lasting as in some sense the same
temporal whole from its beginnj-ng ( in fertilization
of ovum) until its end. One life Ís one durevent in
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the life of mankind, which is one durevent in the duration
of the earth, which is one durevent in the solar system'
which is one durevent in our galaxy, etc. Each cel-l
j-nvolved in each hearbeat is one durevent, composed
of molecules each of which is a di¡revent' etc. Levels
of things as temporal wholes of temporal parts exist
as Levels of time.
11.5. Organíc whofes are temporal. Each existing
thing is a temporal whole of temporal parts. The organicness of a thing as an organic whole includes i.ts temporal
wholeness (dureventness) and its temporal parts (dur(opposition,
events) and their temporal interrelations
complementarity, and interdependence, etc- ).
A thing as an organi-c whol-e is an entíty incorporating not onJ-y the organic whol-eness of its whole
(5.1.2-) but a1so,
and parts and their interrelations
what has been unstated until now, the temporal wholeness
of its dureventness as a whofe and the dureventness
of its parts as temporal and the temporal interrelations
between them. A thing as an organiq whole is an entity
incorporating not only its functj-oning as a rnul-tiholon
and each of its functionings as a holon and the j-nterrelations between them (6.6.-6.7 .) , but also, what has
been unstated until nord, the temporal wholeness (dureventness) of its functioning as a multihol-on and the
dureventness of each of its functíonings as a holon
and the interrelations between them.
The organic wholeness of a thing as an entity
(or "eventity" or "dureventity" ) is thus a very complicated kind of organic unity.
11.6. Temporal hierarchies. In addition to temporal
levels within things (8 .2 . ) and temporal levels ( 8 .3 . ,
lf.4 . ) and things as temporafLy multileveled ( 8.5. ) ,
any causal influences within and between organic wholes
as temporal wholes of ternporal parts and their interrelatíons, etc. (11.5.) involve such organic wholes
in archies, i.e., in hierarchy, lowerarchy, and coarchy
(9 .-9 .4 . ) . Discussion is deferred untif
multileveled
causation (12.2.4., L2.4) .
12. CAUSES. What is "causation"?
By "cause" h¡e mean "cause of an effect" and by
"effect" we mean "effect of a cause". The meanings
of "cause" and "effect" involve each other. By "cause"
we do not mean "effect" and by "effect" we do not mean
"cause". The meanings of "cause" and "effect" are interrelated: they are opposed (are apposite opposites),
are complementary (each is needed to complete the meanj-ng
of the other), and are interdependent (each depends

upon the other for part of its meaning.
By "cause" \^/e mean to incfude here what is sometimes

called a "condition" of the existence and nature of
a thing. By "cause" we mean not only a cause of change
(the becoming of a difference) but also a cause of
permanence (or of any continuance or remaining the
same), and a cause of termination (including maturatj-on
and cessation) . By "cause" we mean causes and conditions
internal to a thing as wefl as causes externaf to a
thing and both immediate or direct causes and distant
or indirect causes.
72.I Things as wholes of parts invofve af feast
causation of parts by parts, of the whol-e by parts,
and of parts by the whol-e.
12.1.1. The parts of a thing inffuence each other
causa1ly, if not adETvefy in the sense of causinq changes,
then at l-east passively in the sense of existing as
condítions contributing to the existence of the other
parts as parts of the whole. Parts may influence each
i.e. , by one part ínother directly or indirectly,
fluencing a second part by causing a thlrd part to
influence the second, etc.
12.I.2. The whol-e of a thing is causally influenced
by its parts. thel cause it to exist as the whole of
them as its parts. Its nature is caused to exist by
the parts because it is by nature a whole of the parts
which compose it. A change i-n any part, whether l"oss
of a part, gain of a part, exchange of a part, or a
change in the nature of a part (which may be caused
by another part or parts), causes the whole to become
a whole with a changed part.
12.1.3. The parts of a thing are causally influenced
by its whole. The whole is a causaf condition of the
parts being of this whole. Any change in the whole
causes alf of the parts to be parts of a changed l¡lhoLe.
12.I.4. When a change in parts causes change in
the whole, then the chanqed whole causes the parts
to be parts of a changed whole. Such causation is mutual
causation, i.e., the whote and parts causing each otE'er.
TEe-wEoTe and parts of a thing are i-nterreafted (i.e.,
opposed, complementary, interdependent) and mutually
caused. One may thj.nk of such mutual causation as an
additionaf kind of interrelation or as exempfifying
and as participating in opposition, complementati.on,
and interdependence as interrelations.
L2 .I -5. I¡lhen a part ( or parts ) has causally influenced the whole which i-n turn causally influences
the part which in turn influences the whole r^/hich in
turn influences the part, etc. , such repetÍtion of
mutual influencing not only embodi-es effects of each
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within the other, but each then is infl-uenced in turn
by the effects of its own influence upon the other
being returned through being incorporated into the
otherrs exi-stence and nature as a recurrent cause.
Thj-s proóess is catled "dialectic". Thus the existence
and náture of a thing as a--Íñof6- of parts is inherently
dialectical-.
72.L.6. A thing as an organic whofe continues
to exist as a whole of parts interrelated by means

intercausation.
Such
of perpetual- mutuaf dialectical
is present
diafectj-ca1
intercausation
when a thing
as an organic whole is " static" , i . e. , remains the
causally
same by each, whole and parts,
conditloning
stabl-e interrelatedness
by remaining mutually unchanging
in their causal- contributions.

L2.2. Things as organic whol-es are also i-nvofved
in causing and being caused by other things as organic
whofes.
L2.2.I.
Things as organic wholes cause and are
causally inffuenced by other things as organic wholes
is
also
of "the same Ievel".
Such mutua] causatton
dialecEféaf.as
12.2.2. Things as organic who.les functioning
holons cause and are caused by the larger wholes in
ñfricfr they are parts. Such causation is also dialectical.
as mu.Itiholons
Thi-ngs as organic wholes functioning
cause and are caused by each of the larger wholes rn
which they are parts. A thing as an orEanic whole funcas a muftiholon
has a mul-tiho1onic
organic
tioning
related
with
unity or wholeness that rs dialecticalJ-y
hol-on.
each of its functioni-ngs as a particular
12.2.3, Things as organic
wholes having parts
causally
infl-uence
and are
as parthols
functioning
even
causally influenced by the parts of the parthols,
Such causation is also dial-ectical-.
if indirectl-y.
12.2.4, Things as orqanlc wholes are afso multileveled.
Tn addj tron to hav ing coarchicaldiatEctic
wTEE oEher things as organic whol-es of the same levef,
and to having dialectical
interrelations
by having
l-owerarchical influence as a hol-on participating
causafly
in a larger whofe and by berng hlerarchically
influenced
as a whole by the larger whofe of which it i-s a part,
and to having dialectical
interrelations
by having
hierarchical
influence as a whole of parts functioning
as parthols upon the parts of íts parthols and by being
l-owerarchically influenced by the parts of its parthols,
a thing as an organic whol-e has diafectical
intercausaf
relations with things as organic whofes of stifl
higher
and lower levels.

72.3. Things as organic wholes involve temporal
causation.
Causation is of tr^/o interdependent
kinds:
causation of change and causation of permanence. Causation
of change, i.e. , of the becorning of a difference
( sometimes
calfed
causation" ) ,
includes
"efficient
all production of effects
as different.
Causation of
permanence, or of anything remainíng the same, includes
afl- of the conditions of its existence and nature and
its continuj-ng to endure through changes. Both klnds
are invofved in all- actual causatíorr.
12.3.I.
Causation of change, or of the becoming
of a difference,
lnvolves succesion. The thing existing
before the change is folfowed by the thing existing
after the change. Causation of change involves succesion
in whlch what exists before the becoming of the diffe-::ence
is followed by what exists after the becoming of the
difference.
The difference
which is caused to become
is call-ed "an effect".
The effect of charrge succeeds,
foLfows, results from, and comes after its cause, Causation of change is directionaf,
from cause to effect.
Causation of change is temporal and has temporal direction: the effect comes after its cause.
12 .3 . ].1 . Causation
of change invol-ves both the
becomrng of a difference
and some remairring the same.
Something from the cause is carrieffi.
So, although cause and effect
are different
they --are
al-so partly the same.
12.3.I.2. Causation of change lnvolves the beccrning
of new whofes. Causation of change in things as organic
wholes-ls complex, involving many causes in the becoming
of many effects from one (each thingf as a) cause.
The usual simbolization
of the relations
of cause
and effect by an equation (" C = E ") i.s i-nadequate.
Some minimum of symbols is reguired
for
conceiv:-ng
the complexity rnvofved in the most simple example
of causation:

c3

C'

c-

4
\

el
e

2

e*
e"

Symbolize a1l- of the causes, simultaneous and
succesi.ve, of a particular effect, e , by cr, c2, c3rc4,
and c 5 . If one thinks more causes are involved, he
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may add c9, c7 rc8, !tc., until he has enough for symbolic
purposes. the ef f ect, ! .t whi-ch is caused by al-l of
its causes, is, in a sense, compl-etely caused. Nothing

exists in the effect which was not caused to be there
by its causes'. singfy and col-Lectively. But also something
does exist in the effect which existed neither in any
or al"f of them singly nor in all of them together collectively, for it is "an" effect and has unity or wholeness
of its own which did not exist before. CI is not the
only cause of e , for c2, c3, c4, and ru are also its
cauées. C2 j-s not the only cause of e , becau-se c.! ,
c3, c4 , and cs also cause it. Likewise for c3 , cu ,
and cs. The effect, e, j-s the joint effect of the five
c's, but there is something i-n it that existed neither
in any one of the causes alone nor in al-l of them
together, because. their col-lectivity involves a manyness
and an external relatedness of each from the others
which does not exist in the one effect. This something
is new, something newly created, in the effect as a
new whole.
Vlhen the thing as effect then causes other effects
and something from it passes over into its effects,
its own novelty may partlcipate in the effects it produces. When causes and effects are partly the same
and partly different, some of what passes from a cause
to its effects may pass on from the effect as cause
to its effects, thus perpetuating sameness ("determinism";
or¡ e.9., "conservation of energy" ) . But to the extent
that somethj-ng new emerges in every cause-effect situati-on
that enters causally into following effects, creativi-ty
also occurs constantly.
12.3.1.3. Causatj-on of change in particular things
j-nvolves not only several- simultaneous immediately
precedj-ng causes but also many series of causation
extending into distant pasts. Each of the many effects
of the causation of change in particul-ar things may
have many additi,onal serj-es of effects into distant
futures. Just as we have levels of existing wholes
and parts and both hierachicaf and lowerarchical kinds
of causal influence withln and upon things as organic
wholes, so we afso have past wholes of causation being
parts of earlier wholes of causatj-on which were parts
earlier wholes of causation, etc. I'Ihether
of stiIl
some l-áw of ratios of whole-part causal contributions
as the causes have ocurred in a more distant past,
and some l-aw of ratios of whole-part causal contributions
as the causes originate in more distant higher 1eve1s,
f do not choose to speculate. But problems regarding
the refative importance of more dj-stant and closer
causal- relations will continue to plague efforts to
understand the nature of organic wholes.
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12.3 .I.4 . Causation of
change invofves
future
effects.
Does it involve future
causes? Can there be
any causation of present effects,
present
includi-ng
wholes and parts, by "future causes"? No and yes.
12.3.I.4.1.
No. Causation of change is directional,
from past to present or from present tu future.
There
can be no causation of a present effect
by a future
cause at the same fevef, i.e.,
to the extent that the
one thing or durevent as a r¡rhole causes another thing
or durevent as a whole. In whatever \^¡ay one existing
thing follows
another exi-sting thing
temporally,
it
cannot also precede it in the same sense at the same
time.
12 .3 .I.4 .2 . Yes. V'lhen one thing
as a temporal
who]e (durevent) causes another temporal whole (durevent)
which, because existing as a whole, is the same whole
from begJ-nning to end, coexists with each of the two
while each exists
parts because each of the
as its
two coexist with it whife each exists.
When the two
succesive durevents participate
interdependently
in
a larger whole, their
ocurrence i-s caused partly
by
that larger whole.
For example, a heart is designed to beat as a
pulse occurs and helps
whol-e, and when an auricular
puIse, both the auricular
to cause a ventrícufar
and
pulses contríbute to the beat as a whol-e,
ventricular
and the beat as a whole contributes
to both, i . e . ,
each, and the heartbeat as a whole cannot make its
fu11 contributi-on
pulse
to the auricufar
temporally
until
the ventricuLar
is compLeted afso. Hence, the
pulse, which is partly caused by and \"/hich
ventricular
comes partly after the auricufar
pu1se, is necesssary
to the whole beat of which the auricular
pulse is a
part. When there is a whole-part
causaL contribution
to a part which has ceased by a whofe requiring
causal
contribution
by a part that succeeds the ceased part,
there is a sense in which the part that fo.Ilows functions
causally in the functioning
of the part that precedes
through their joj-nt participation
in the whofe as a
temporal whoLe.
L2.3.2. Causation of permanence , ot of a thing
as an organi.c@same
through change,
inc]udes all of the conditions
of its
ex.istence and
nature and of the causes and conditions of its remaining
unchanged. Some things are caused to be permanent by
having perpetual recurrence of changed parts
needed
for their existence as wholes. Such things as whofes
not onLy endure through changes but depend upon changes,
and changing parts, for their endurance.
12 .3 .3 ,
Things as organic
wholes invol-ve both
causati-on of permanence inherent in their
existence
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and nature as temporal wholes of temporal parts.

12.4. Things as organic wholes are products of
multilevel causation, and contribute causally to effects
áE-ñEñl-TEve1s. MuItilevel existence'involves multll-eveldialectical intercausal processes contributing causally
to both permanence and change at each l-evel. The wholeness
of a thing as an organic whol,e retains some unity,
simplicity, and entitiveness both as an effect of multileveled causation and as a cause of muftileve]ed effects.

Atthough the foregoing twefve hypotheses (or sets
of hypotheses) about the nature of the whofes and parts
of things are inadequate because tacking incfusion
of additional- essential characterlstics of whole-part
relations, such as kinds, variations, degrees, j-mportance,
and other categories of existence, they may be sufficient
further discussion about the nature of
to initiate
things as organic whol-es.
ITroubled by terminological deficiency, I am tempted
to adopt the ugly word "o.9", connoting in general
vrhat is meant in conmon by "organ", "organism", and
"organization", to replace the term "thing as an organi-c
whole". The term "organi-c whole" mentions "whole" but
it fai-1s to mention "parts" which are egually essential
to the nature of things as whol-es of parts and as
"organic". Vühat do you think of this word for this
purpose?1.
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RESUMEN

E1 propósito de este estudio es introducir un conjunto de
hipótesis que haga posible un mejor entendimiento del problema -que
sigue siendo acuciante en la actualidad- de la relación entre 1as
partes y los todos de las cosas. Para eIIo se desarrollan doce
hi.pótesis que elaborari los conceptos de cosa, interelación, todo,
parte, todo orgánico, holg¡,r parthol, nive1, arquía, cqmbio y perrnanecia, tiempo y causg.
La exposición se articula conforme a Ia expansión ínterna de
dichos conceptos: 1e) en torno a la terna oposición, complementariedad
e ínterdependencia , y 2e ) de acuerdo con--Iá-ñincid p""e¡ esi"á;;ñ
cada terna correspondiente a cada concepto, de Ios conceptos
anteriores así esbozados.
Aunque la presentación de estas doce -o doce conjuntos dehipótesis es provisional en el sentido de que restan por tratar otras
características esenciales de Ia relación parte-todo, tales como
'clasesr, tvarj-aciones', 'gradosr, etc., así como también otras
categorías de existencia, puede bastar al menos para iniciar un debate
más anrplio acerca de Ia naturaleza de Ias cosas, consideradas como
todos orgánicos.
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